
CHARACTER NAME: Roger Bowers

CLASS: Astronaut LEVEL: 3 SEX: Male TITLE: Junior Lieutenant

DESCRIPTION: Roger stands 6' tall and is of average weight. He has shoulder-length swept back black hair 

and grey eyes. He has a permanent 5 o'clock shadow on his face.

HIT POINTS 16 TO-HIT # 12 DEFENSE 1 PSI POINTS 12

12 STR ENERGY ATTACKS 15

13 CON +1 Radiation/Poison Adj., 90% Resist Trauma, +1 HP/level POISON OR DEATH 13 / 14

15 DEX -1 Defense Adj., +1 Missile Adj., +1 Initiative Mod. STUN ATTACKS 15

15 INT +1 Language, +5% Research/Technology Rolls RADIATION 12

12 CHA 0 Reaction Adj., Morale 7 EXPERIENCE POINTS

12 PSI 3,678

CLASS ABILITIES/SKILLS:

● +10% Experience bonus.

● Foraging for food (during overland travel): 1-2 on d6; 1-3 on d6 during active search. Can feed 1d6+2 people

on a successful roll. Can tell if the food is poisonous or radioactive 1-3 on d6.

● Determine the use of underdweller technology: 55%.

● Knowledge of aeronautics, astronomy, earth sciences, and medicine. Specific knowledge can be drawn upon 

with a successful roll of 1-2 on d6. Specific knowledge in unrelated fields is possible with a roll of 1 on d6.

LANGUAGES: English and French

EQUIPMENT: EQUIPMENT:

Pistol (1d10 damage, 2 clips, 8 rounds per clip) (5) Rations (5 days) (5)

Large knife (1d4 damage) (1)

Backpack (2)

Space blanket (2)

Canteen (gallon) (9)

Medkit (5)

Transmitter (10) Coins: 43 sg, 19 ss, and 24 sc



PSI POWERS:

None

BACKGROUND:

● Canadian; born in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

● Junior crew member of the Zephyr that launched in 1973. Crash landed in 3980 on 'unknown' planet.

● One of three survivors out of a crew of ten. The rest were killed in the crash. His fellow astronaut survivors 

are Karen Woodward (British) and Thomas Lehman (American).

● The surviving astronauts befriended a Chimpanzee scholar known as Creddan. It was Roger's skill with

medicine that saved Creddan's life who was suffering from the 'swamp sickness' (malaria).

● The surviving astronauts and their champanzee ally are being hunted by a squad of gorilla soldiers known

as the Black Sword (named by its founder, a General Volkin, who beheaded an underdweller leader with a 

sword in the Great Purge that happen 50 years ago). The order is tasked with dealing with underdwellers and 

similar threats to Ape City.

● Roger has recently befriended a female underdweller known as Gemma. She helped him escape after he

was captured by gorilla Black Sword soldiers.

NOTES:

Current Encumbrance: 39 lbs.

Current Movement Rate: 120' (Exploring) / 40' (Encounter) / 120' (Running)

● He doesn't trust most apes, with a few exceptions (such as Creddan). 

● He enjoys his drink; sometimes too much. Bonobos can brew a strong

liquor.


